Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In the two last decades, the growth of user-generated content on the Web has accelerated enormously due to parallel developments, such as increased Internet access, technological advancements in mobile devices, the growth of e-commerce, and many more. An important source of user-generated content with respect to customer feedback are online reviews. Their interpretation is usually achieved using Sentiment Analysis (SA) methods which has as the main aim to automatically detect positive, neutral, and negative sentiments \[[@CR10]\]. A major downside of SA is that it measures satisfaction at a certain point in time. In this light, we argue that in addition to SA, it is important to focus on detecting specific types of feedback that indicate potential causes and influence factors of satisfaction. We consider such specific customer feedback as actionable, since it suggests a clear course of action for addressing the feedback, and thus directly help to modify and hopefully improve products.

In this paper, we focus on customer feedback related to mobile software applications which we will refer to as "apps". We argue that software reviews are very important for aggregating valuable feedback. Firstly, because many companies have come to realise that all the technology required to transform industries through software is available on a global scale \[[@CR1]\]. Secondly, the field of software engineering has the well-accepted notions of bugs and feature requests, which we argue, are actionable types of feedback.

There are very few works \[[@CR4], [@CR6], [@CR12]--[@CR14]\] that aim to detect specific information in customer feedback. Among the aforementioned works, only the method proposed in \[[@CR12]\] is more refined. Namely, in \[[@CR12]\] lexical patterns are used to train a supervised classifier, rather than directly employing patterns for information extraction, which makes the extraction mechanism more adaptive to the various representations of feedback. Further on, this system summarizes the extracted feedback by means of a *Topic Model* technique called *Latent Dirichlet Allocation* (LDA) \[[@CR2]\]. However, while the objective is very relevant, the suggested methods require a vast amount of manual labour to create useful feedback patterns. We argue this to be a great limitation since analysing customer feedback is an important process that should ideally be performed in a continuous fashion. Nevertheless, the study conveys a promising direction for future research in opinion mining, and clear feedback types to focus on, which we adopt in this work.

We approach feedback detection as a multi-label classification problem based on knowledge-base rules or patterns, in which our goal is to automatically determine if a given review is an example of given actionable feedbacks. Usually, making a knowledge base of patterns is impractical to manage over time and across different domains. In this light, we suggest a system that is capable of performing pattern construction in an automated manner using genetic programming. Keeping in mind the importance of reduction of the human control over the system's design, we also tackle the problem of having a small number of labeled reviews (gold labels) using noisy labels generated based on patterns in a distantly-supervised way \[[@CR8], [@CR15]\]. The employed dataset and the proposed framework implemented in Scala are available at <https://github.com/mtrusca/PatternLearning>.

The remaining parts of the paper are structured as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} presents a detailed overview of the proposed framework in this study. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} we evaluate our framework through a series of experiments. Finally, in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} we present our conclusions and suggest future work.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

In this research, our goal is to automatically detect actionable feedback in reviews. More specifically, we aim to detect two specific types of feedback: defect reports and improvement requests. We approach this task as a binary classification problem, meaning that each review is considered a document that requires two classifications, one for each feedback type. Using this setup it is possible to classify some reviews as both defect report and improvement request. Our main contribution to the research problem is to automate the task of discovering and constructing patterns. Rather than direct supervision, where labels are provided by human annotators, we use a group of patterns to provide (noisy) labels for each feedback type. These labels are then given as input to a linear SVM model, often applied for text classification tasks due to its learning capability that is independent of the dimensionality of the feature space.

Using noisy labels to guide algorithms is a technique called *Distant Learning* or *Distant Supervision* \[[@CR8], [@CR15]\]. Despite the fact that *Distant Supervision* is already a great step towards minimizing the amount of human labour required to perform feedback detection, the required process for manually constructing groups of patterns per feedback type, remains rather tedious and time consuming. For this reason, we suggest another level of automation, which is to automate the pattern creation procedure (responsible to generate noisy labels) by means of a learning algorithm.

To solve our problem for learning patterns, we require to select a learning algorithm that stands out with respect to interpretability and modifiability. A specific category of algorithms that meets these requirements are *Evolutionary Algorithms* (EAs). The most popular type of EA is the *Genetic Algorithm* (GA), however we adopt a special case of GA called *Genetic Programming* (GP) inspired by Darwin's theory of evolution \[[@CR3]\]. Genetic Programming and Genetic Algorithms are very similar. They both evolve solutions to a problem, by comparing the *fitness* of each candidate solution in a population of potential candidates, over many generations. In each generation, new candidates are found by quasi-randomly changing (mutation) or swapping parts (crossover) of other candidates. The least "fit" candidates are removed from the population. The primary difference between GA and GP is the representation of the candidate solutions. In GA a candidate is represented as a vector, and in GP a candidate is represented as a tree. As the GP representation fits better the specification of our information extraction patterns, we adopt it in our research.

The learning approach suggested in GP, is to define an environment in which a collection of randomly generated, simple programs (individuals) evolve through an analogue of natural selection. Each individual represented by a tree structure is composed from a collection of nodes. All nodes (except the first, or root node) have one parent and any number of children. Every node belongs to one of two types, namely *functions* or *terminals*. Function nodes are allowed to have children nodes, which can be either functions or terminals. Terminal nodes are not allowed to have child nodes, therefore terminal nodes are considered the leaves of the tree. In our framework, we consider each individual to be a pattern for classifying documents (app reviews) with a (recursive) match method.

Function nodes include Boolean operations, such as *AND*, *OR*, and *NOT*, as well as *Sequence* and *Repetition*. The *Sequence* node can have one or more child nodes of types function or terminal. It is also the root node of each tree. A *Repetition* node enforces two or more consecutive nodes to obey the same condition. A node of type *AND* has at least two children, and is useful to pattern match for multiple features, for example to check whether a given token is both a specific literal and part of a syntactic category. The nodes of type *OR* and of type *NOT* also follow the Boolean logic, where the *OR* nodes match as true if at least one of the children matches, and nodes of type *NOT* match as true if none of its children match for a given token. Terminal nodes are the external points (or leaves) of the tree. They are assigned a specific value, used to pattern match for specific tokens. *Literal* nodes must be exactly matching the specific word (value) that is assigned the node. For *Part-of-Speech* (POS) nodes, tokens are evaluated to match a specific Part-of-Speech tag. A *Wildcard* node will match any token, irrespective of its value. Finally, an *Entity Type* node matches a value from a manually constructed and populated gazetteer.

Typically gazetteers consists of sets of terms containing names of entities such as cities, organisations, or weekdays \[[@CR5]\]. Since at the time of performing this research, we could not find gazetteers for our specific domain, we decided to define our own. Our gazetteer is implemented using a plain key-value mapping, where a key corresponds to the name of an entity type, and the value stores a set of lexical representations of that entity type. For example, to detect the entity type *app* we employ the following terms: *it*, *app*, *application*, *Evernote* (we use a set of *Evernote* reviews for our experiments). Some other entity types in our gazetteer are: *user*, *action*, *object*, *component*, *device*, and *update*. The entity types we employ are inspired by *Issue Tracking Systems* (ITS), such as *Bugzilla*, an open-source issue tracker created by *Mozilla*. Since ITS involve very comparable types of feedback to this study, we consider the entity types in ITS a useful starting point for constructing our gazetteers.

The first step for each genetic program, is to generate an initial population of *N* individuals. In our experiments, we use the *ramped-half-and-half* method \[[@CR9]\], which is commonly used since it produces a wider range of variation in terms of shapes and sizes of trees compared to the other popular methods like *grow* and *full*. The *ramped-half-and-half* achieves more variety, by combining both the *grow* and *full* methods, where one half of the population is generated through the *grow* method, and the other half through the *full* method. The algorithm we employ to generate individual trees in a recursive manner is based on the one suggested in \[[@CR7]\].

During the initialization, nodes are selected randomly to construct trees. However, for the purpose of stimulating useful combinations of terminals, we generate a pool of recommended terminal candidates. Whereas the pool contains all entity types and the wildcard, for the case of *POS* and *Literal* terminals we select only the most relevant nodes. More specifically, we pre-analyse the training set for frequently occurring unigrams (as terminals) and bigrams (as pairs of terminals) of types *Literal* and *POS* (for bigrams, four specific pair combinations are considered: (*Literal*)(*Literal*), (*POS*)(*Literal*), (*Literal*)(*POS*), and (*POS*)(*POS*)). Subsequently, we remove in each sentiment class of a target feedback type, the 100 most frequent unigrams and bigrams that occur in the another sentiment class. Then, every time a terminal node is needed we randomly select it from the pool of recommended terminal candidates.

In Evolutionary learning methods, a population of individuals can evolve for many generations. However, after a certain amount of generations, the *fitness* of the best new individuals will stop increasing. In our problem, we want individual patterns to be optimized for high precision, which means that we want more weight on precision than recall. Hence, we employ the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A proper procedure for selection should not find only the strongest individual of a population, but to allow more individuals to have a chance of being selected. A common method that addresses this requirement is *Tournament Selection*. Precisely, the method allows for a constant selection pressure that determines the extent to which fit individuals are preferred over less fit individuals. All the selected individuals are used to produce *offspring* or the next generation of individuals. The main objective in producing offspring, is to enhance the *fitness* for the next generation based on three genetic operations, namely *Elitism*, *Crossover*, and *Mutation*.

As discussed earlier, our goal is to learn a group of patterns that detect as many variations of a target feedback type as possible, in our training examples. In essence, each pattern can be interpreted as a rule, and each document has to be categorised as either positive or negative, according to our "knowledge" of each category, which is stored in a rule base. The set of rules learnt in our framework is generated through a *Sequential Covering Algorithm* \[[@CR11]\].

Experiments {#Sec3}
===========

In order to evaluate the approach suggested in our framework, we performed experiments on a real-life dataset. The dataset contains 4470 reviews about *Evernote*, a mobile app for the Android platform. We automatically extracted the review dataset from the Google Play Store, through Web scraping techniques. We selected *Evernote* because it is a widely used app with a large user base, that publicly share their feedback on the Web, and therefore serves as a great example for our examined research problem.

We have annotations for 46% of the total review dataset. We hold out 20% of all reviews for testing purposes in all methods. Therefore, we have the remaining 26% of reviews available for training purposes. However, for the experiments that employ distant supervision, we generate noisy labels, hence, have 80% of the full review dataset available for training. The terms "Positive" and "Negative" refer to the classification labels that were assigned to every review per feedback type by human annotators. On average 12.6% of our labeled set of reviews contains one or more actionable types of feedback, in which there are 8.4% more requests for improvement than defect reports. Finally, only 1.3% of our annotated reviews is labeled as both a defect report and an improvement request.

We collected annotations for both feedback types through *CrowdFlower* (recently renamed *Figure Eight*), an online data enrichment platform. The instructed task is to label every individual review for both defect reports and improvement requests. Every review was annotated by at least 3 annotators, and in some cases even 5 or 7 (when it is recorded a low accuracy of the test questions that inspect the quality of the annotator).Table 1.Examples of human (A) and automatically constructed (B) patterns. DR and IR stand for Defect Report and Improvement Request, respectively. For DR patterns ":" separates the terminal from its type.TypePatternExampleDROR:The last few months of updates haven't changed or lessened the lag you get when you edit notes$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The employed patterns are constructed both manually and automatically. In the *Evernote* dataset, we have five manual and two generated patterns for defects, and eight manual and ten generated patterns for improvements. The most likely reason for this contrast is the variation in distribution of feedback types in our dataset, as a result of the fact that *Evernote* is a popular app, well tested, and optimised. Furthermore, we noticed that the most effective patterns only use function nodes of type *Sequence* and *OR*. Also, many examples of feedback can be recognized with a single terminal, such as the *Entity Type* "software update" for defect reports or the *Literal* "stars" for improvement requests, which indicates that the level of specificity does not necessarily have to be high. In that light, patterns that include the *NOT* node, which requires feedback examples in which a very specific word is not mentioned are often not necessary. While *NOT* functions can be useful to make a pattern very expressive and precise, it becomes obsolete when that level of selectivity is not required, as in our case. A similar line of reasoning can be applied to the *AND* functions. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} lists two examples of automatically constructed patterns for the two types of feedback.

To classify defect reports and improvement requests we test the following methods:Table 3.Running time for pattern creation per approach. The best results are set in bold.ApproachDefect patternsImprovement patternsTotalManual (per person)8.5 h10.25 h18.75 hAutomated**3.5 h2.4 h5.9 h**

**Method 0: Standard SVM.** In this method, we train an SVM classifier using only labelled reviews for training. This method can be considered a reference for the following methods.

**Method 1: Patterns A.** In this experiment, we use human patterns to perform supervised classifications directly (without SVMs). We employ the available labelled data (26%) for learning patterns.

**Method 2: Patterns B.** This method is similar to the Method 1, except that the human patterns are replaced with automatically constructed ones.

**Method 3: SVM Distant Supervision A.** In this method, we train an SVM classifier using noisy labels generated based on the human patterns for the entire training set.

**Method 4: SVM Distant Supervision B.** This method is similar to the Method 3, except that the human patterns are replaced with automatically constructed ones.

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} displays an overview of performance measures of all proposed methods. We can notice that the *Distant Supervision* methods are not far behind the direct classification through patterns, in terms of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_1$$\end{document}$-scores. Nevertheless, given that the results are obtained with noisy labels shows the usefulness of this approach for datasets where the annotated data is limited.

As regards the comparison between the two types of patterns, it is obvious that the automatically generated patterns perform better than the human ones. In order to have a complete insight over the pattern creation process (manual versus automated) we additionally explore the patterns' efficiency besides their effectiveness. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} displays the running time for creating patterns both manually and automatically. We can observe that it takes 70% less time to generate the automatic patterns than the manual ones.

Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

In this study we presented a framework for automatically learning lexico-semantic patterns helpful for detecting specific types of feedback expressed in conversational customer feedback (defect reports and improvement requests). Using a custom dataset, we showed that the automatically generated patterns perform slightly better than the manual ones and there is a 70% reduction in construction time. Further on, we demonstrated that the distantly-supervised SVM with noisy labels is not far behind the pattern-based classification. The results reveals the applicability of this approach when the amount of available labels is limited.

As future work, we would like to increase the flexibility of our patterns by considering more complex terminal structures. Using techniques from entity-learning we would like to explore the automatic generation of our domain-specific gazetteers lists to increase coverage and the framework's applicability in other domains.
